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earn more success. We live in a real world it is not possible to

25th November 2014 the yr6 received their

superlative S.A.T'S results. Al-Ashraf primary school have tried always come first but we have to try our very best."
their best to help the yr6 attain this magnificent S.A.T'S results.
From all the local schools, Al Ashraf came top with 88
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percentages. This really was a great achievement for Al Ashraf
as it was their first S.A.T'S .The yr6 students really were
indebted for their teacher,Miss Bhaimia, for all her support and
guidance. They also appreciated the help of the TA'S.
Miss Bhaimia the teacher of yr6 has stated"I can't believe what
my virtuous yr6s accomplished. I encouraged them to work their
hardest. I pushed them on and on. In the end I felt I had done
what was best for them all. All their work was paid off in the end.
I'm really pleased and proud for them."

We also interviewed the head teacher,Mufti Abdullah,who
claimed"Success is like a triangle the most important part of it is
the students. One corner is the teacher the other corner is the
parents and the last corner is tuition. There is no secret to the
outstanding results but the only secret is hard work and a
understanding to what's been taught and you have to be prepared
for the questions. Before getting carried away you should thank
Allah for helping us. We also have to be focused and responsible.
When I heard about the fantastic results I felt ecstatic,overjoyed
and also very happy with the students,parents and teachers."
Khadija Jadwat apa the deputy head has reported "When I saw
the results I felt really delighted and overwhelmed for the
students of yr6 because of their hard work. I also felt overjoyed.
The results were higher then we expected .when students work
hard they are representing the school. We have to continue in the
same direction as when the school started. If we earn success in
this direction,the we want to carry on in the same direction to
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